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Node representation learning for signed directed networks has received considerable attention in many real-
world applications such as link sign prediction, node classification and node recommendation. The challenge
lies in how to adequately encode the complex topological information of the networks. Recent studies mainly
focus on preserving the first-order network topology which indicates the closeness relationships of nodes.
However, these methods generally fail to capture the high-order topology which indicates the local structures
of nodes and serves as an essential characteristic of the network topology. In addition, for the first-order
topology, the additional value of non-existent links is largely ignored. In this paper, we propose to learn
more representative node embeddings by simultaneously capturing the first-order and high-order topology
in signed directed networks. In particular, we reformulate the representation learning problem on signed
directed networks from a variational auto-encoding perspective and further develop a decoupled variational
embedding (DVE) method. DVE leverages a specially designed auto-encoder structure to capture both the
first-order and high-order topology of signed directed networks, and thus learns more representative node
embeddings. Extensive experiments are conducted on three widely used real-world datasets. Comprehensive
results on both link sign prediction and node recommendation task demonstrate the effectiveness of DVE.
Qualitative results and analysis are also given to provide a better understanding of DVE. Codes are available
online: https://github.com/xuChenSJTU/DVE-master
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, learning node representation on graphs, which is called network embedding
or graph embedding, has drawn great interest among various academic topics. Study on this
field benefits many learning paradigms, such as semi-supervised learning [20, 29] and relational
inference [2, 10, 28] as well as some practical data mining tasks, such as link prediction [15, 35],
community detection [14, 40, 69] and node classification [4, 64].
Many social networks have both directed and signed (positive and negative) links, such as
Epinions1 and Slashdot2, which are called signed directed networks. Negative links in social
networks hold opposite semantic meaning and contain additional information [6, 31, 58] that helps
many tasks, e.g. link sign prediction and node classification. In addition, link direction indicates the
asymmetric relationship between two nodes, which is important for node (i.e. user) recommendation
in social networks [1, 39]. For example, stars may not follow common people while common people
tend to follow stars. The key of representation learning on signed directed networks lies in how
to encode the complex topological information into low-dimensional embeddings for nodes. In
particular, the topological information is composed of both the high-order and the first-order
topology. The high-order topology indicates the local structures since it is generated by information
propagation of a node’s neighbors and the first-order topology indicates the closeness relationships
between a node and its directly linked neighbors. Both the high-order and first-order topology are
intrinsic characteristics of signed directed networks. To make it more clearly, we give an example
in Figure 1.
However, existing embedding methods fail to capture both the first-order and high-order topology
for signed directed networks. Firstly, the majority of them concentrate on how to mine the first-order
topology, namely preserving the closeness relationships of nodes. For example, MF [22] performs
matrix factorization on the signed directed adjacent matrix to learn low-dimensional embeddings
for nodes. SNE [68] exploits random walk and log-bilinear model to learn node embeddings with
signed links. SiNE [63] learns node embeddings through a deep neural network model based
on social theory. These works model the closeness relationships in restrictive distance metrics
or usually ignore the additional value of non-existent links. Secondly, the high-order topology,
indicating the local structures of nodes, is difficult to be extracted in signed directed networks,
because it is coupled with signed directed links. Different signs and directions have distinctive
information propagation influence. SNE [68] with random walk applies homophily effects on
different signs and fail to capture the high-order pattern in signed directed networks. How to
encode both the intrinsic high-order and first-order topological information is an important problem
for representation learning on signed directed networks.
In this paper, we propose to learn more representative node embeddings by simultaneously
capturing the first-order and high-order topology in signed directed networks. In particular, we
reformulate the representation learning on signed directed networks from a variational auto-
encoding perspective and further propose a decoupled variational embedding (DVE). DVE is a
specially designed auto-encoder structure which contains a decoupled variational encoder and
a structure decoder. The general architecture of DVE is shown in Figure 2. In the decoupled
variational encoder, representation of a node is decoupled into source node embeddings and
target node embeddings according to link direction. Both the source node embeddings and the
target node embeddings contain the local structure pattern that is extracted by graph convolution
on the decoupled positive and negative graph according to link sign. The structured decoder is
formulated as a novel Balance Pair-wise Ranking (BPWR) loss, which is developed from the Extended
1http://www.epinions.com/?sb=1
2https://slashdot.org/
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Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the high-order topology and first-order topology in signed directed networks.
Red arrows mean positive directed edges and blue arrows indicate negative directed edges. (a) is a signed
directed network example Ge . (b) indicates the high-order topology of node v1 in Ge , namely the local
structures of node v1. Different depth of colored shades represent different local structure orders for node v1.
(c) shows the first-order topology of node v1 in Ge , namely the closeness relationships between node v1 and
its directly linked neighbors. The concentric circles with node v1 as the center indicate the closeness between
the center node v1 and positively linked nodes v2,v4, non-linked node v7, negatively linked node v3.
Decoupled Variational Encoder Structure Decoder
Legend: : Node : positive directed link : negative directed link : encoded node embedding
…
Fig. 2. General architecture of DVE.
Structural Balance Theory [43, 44]. BPWR extracts the closeness relationships among positive
links, negative links and non-existent links in a Bayesian personalized ranking manner, as well as
refines embeddings learned from the former encoder. The auto-encoding formulation encourages
DVE to preserve the network topology in an end-to-end manner. In brief, our contributions are
summarized as follows:
• We propose a variational auto-encoding based method named DVE to learn more representa-
tive node embeddings for signed directed networks. To the best of our knowledge, DVE is
the first model that simultaneously models both the first-order and the high-order topology
in signed directed networks;
• Developed from Extended Structural Balance Theory, we develop a novel Balance Pair-wise
Ranking (BPWR) loss which also works as the decoder of DVE. BPWR adequately mines the
closeness relationships of nodes indicated by positive links, negative links and non-existent
links in a ranking form rather than existing point-wise or distance-level metrics;
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• Extensive experiments are conducted on three widely used real-world datasets. The superior
performance of DVE compared with recent competitive baselines illustrates the effectiveness
of DVE both quantitatively and qualitatively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3
gives the problem definition and a concise introduction of graph convolutional networks. Section 4
demonstrates the details about the proposed DVE. Section 5 provides the experiments and analysis
on both link sign prediction task and node recommendation task, as well as the qualitative results.
Finally, conclusion and future work are given in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
This section is the related work part where network embedding methods for both unsigned undi-
rected networks and signed directed networks are introduced. Furthermore, some works of varia-
tional auto-encoding are introduced to better illustrate the proposed model in Section 4.
2.1 Network Embedding
Network embedding arises as one hot research topic to learn representative node embeddings for
a given network. It benefits many network analysis tasks such as link prediction [15, 35], node
classification [4, 50, 64], online voting [60] and sentiment analysis [61]. Various methods have been
proposed for network embedding. For example, spectral analysis is performed on Laplacian matrix
decomposition [3]. Similarity based node embedding methods such as Adamic/Adar and Katz are
utilized in Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [35]. Recently, inspired by the skip-gram model for word
representation in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [38], DeepWalk [41] learns node embeddings
from random walk sequences in social networks. LINE [53] defines first-order and second-order
proximity to describe the context of a node and trains node embeddings via negative sampling.
Node2Vec [18] extends DeepWalk by designing a biased random walk to control the Bread First
Search (BFS) and Deep First Search (DFS). Embedding methods for directed networks are studied
in HOPE [39] and APP [76]. Qiu et.al [45] unified DeepWalk, LINE and Node2Vec into one matrix
factorization framework. SDNE in [59] is a semi-supervised deep model that captures the highly
non-linear graph structure.
Recently, Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [11] is proposed and it analyses graph signal
processing in spectral domain. Kipf et.al [29] simplified GCNs in Defferrard et al. [11] into a
deep learning method by stacking multiple graph convolutional layers. Some variants of GCN
have been proposed such as GAT [56] and GraphSage [19]. GAT applies multi-head attention
to GCN. GraphSAGE introduces neighborhood sampling and different aggregation manners to
make inductive graph convolution on large graphs. Some works also study how to accelerate
GCN via importance sampling [8] and variance reduction [9]. In general, GCN based methods are
superior over random walk based methods both on performance and end-to-end training, which
has introduced a new perspective for graph representation learning. For more details about GCN,
we recommend [70].
2.2 Signed Directed Networks
The network embeddingmethods discussed above are designed for unsigned or undirected networks.
In reality, both the existence of directed and signed (positive and negative) links in social media
are ubiquitous. The negative links have been proven to have distinct properties and added value
over positive links [34, 52]. Several works have studied how to distinctly model the positive and
negative links in signed directed networks. Degree based features like the number of positive-
incoming and negative-incoming links are explored in Leskovec et al. [34]. While these hand-crafted
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features are limited and not capable in many situations. Instead, in Kunegis et al. [32], spectral
analysis is extended for signed network. Matrix Factorization (MF) [22] is also adopted to learn
low-dimensional embeddings for signed directed networks. To reduce the computation burden
of matrix decomposition, a specific aggregation manner for learning node embeddings in signed
networks is proposed in Derr et al. [12]. It follows the principle that the enemy of a friend is an
enemy and the enemy of an enemy is a friend, which extends the positive and negative neighbors
for a specific node.
Due to the superior representation learning ability of deep learning, researchers attempt to use
deep learning techniques to learn more representative node embeddings on networks. A deep
learning framework for signed network named SiNE is proposed in Wang et al. [63], where the
objective function is guided by social theory. Although the framework leverages non-linearity to
learn node representation, it does not model link direction which is an important factor for some
asymmetric tasks. SNE is proposed in Yuan et al. [68] and log-bilinear model is extended to support
sign and direction modeling. SNE trains node embeddings based on a uniform random walk and
node context rather than social theory. However, random walk in SNE applies homophily effects
on different signed links and fail to capture the local structures in signed directed networks, as
well as does not support end-to-end training. SIDE [26] is another random walk based method
based on social balance theory [7]. SNEA [62] exploits both the network structures and node
attributes simultaneously for network embedding on attributed signed networks. Specifically, a
margin ranking loss is proposed in SNEA. However, the margin ranking loss is non-smooth and
difficult to be optimized by gradient based algorithms. Bayesian Personalized Ranking [46] derived
frommaximizing the posterior of observations is also a ranking method, which has some advantages
such as flexibility and easy optimization by gradient based algorithms. It has been successfully
applied in many areas such as recommendation [21, 36, 47]. Despite the great potential of BPR to
model the pairwise relationships, it has not been explored in signed directed networks. In this paper,
based on the Extended Structural Balance Theory and BPR, we develop an objective function called
Balance Pair-wise Ranking (BPWR) to mine the first-order topology in signed directed networks.
From the above, we see that most existing works focus on capturing the first-order topology,
namely learning the closeness relationships of nodes. From this aspect, these methods [12, 22, 63, 68]
extract the first-order topology in restrictive distance metrics and some of them ignore the additional
value of non-existent links. Besides, although some methods have introduced random walk [68],
they fail to capture the high-order topology for signed directed networks since they apply homophily
effects on different signs. The proposed DVE reformulates the representation learning problem on
signed directed networks from a variational auto-encoding perspective and simultaneously models
the first-order and high-order topology.
2.3 Variational Auto-encoding
Variational auto-encoding (VAE) has attracted enormous attention in recent years and has become
one of the most popular techniques in unsupervised representation learning [13]. VAE theory is
appealing since it is built based on standard Bayes theory and meanwhile can be trained with
stochastic gradient descent. VAE first emerged in Kingma and Welling [27] where the authors aim
to perform efficient inference and learning in directed probabilistic graphic models even with the
intractable posteriors or large datasets. In Kingma and Welling [27], the authors first derive the
variational evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the marginal log-likelihood of observed datapoints.
Then a reparameterization trick is applied to approximate the intractable posteriors, which also
enables VAE to be straightforwardly optimized using standard stochastic gradient based methods.
After [27], an enormous amounts of researchers have studied VAE from various perspectives,
which advances the whole community of variational auto-encoding. Recent advances of VAE
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theory could be categorized into two aspects. First, from more expressive likelihood aspect, the
standard VAE [27] makes an assumption that the likelihoods factorizes over dimensions, which
may cause poor approximation for tasks involving images. Thereby, a sequential auto-encoding
framework is proposed in DRAW [17] to perform image generation. Also, Gulrajani et.al proposed
to model the dependencies within an image and further developed an auto-regressive decoder in
VAE for fine-grained image generation. Moreover, there are also some works trying to deriving
more expressive likelihoods from information theory such as [71, 73, 74]. Second, from more
expressive posterior aspect, the main idea is that the standard VAE uses mean field approach, which
lacks expressiveness for modeling complex posteriors. Thus, IWAE [5] weights the samples in
the posterior approximation process, which increases the model’s flexibility to capture complex
posteriors. Also, normalizing flows [24] is introduced in VAE to transform a simple approximate
posterior into a more expressive one through multiple successive invertible transformations. Apart
from the advances in VAE theory, there are various applications involving VAE such as hand-written
digits [49], segmentation [51] and graph representation learning [30]. Since variational auto-
encoding is a huge topic and we mainly concentrate on signed directed networks, we cannot cover
comprehensively here. For more details about variational auto-encoding, we recommend [13, 72]
3 PRELIMINARY
In this section, we give the problem definition of node representation learning on signed directed
networks, as well as an introduction of graph convolutional networks (GCNs). The introduction of
GCNs illustrates how the signal on graphs are convolved and builds a foundation to demonstrate
the propose model.
3.1 Problem Definition
A signed directed network is defined as G = (V, Ep , En), whereV is the set of all nodes and Ep
(En ) represents positive (negative) links. Let E = Ep ⋃ En be the observed links in G. For each link
e ∈ E, it is represented as eu→v = (u,v, ϵu→v ), where u → v denotes the direction from source
node u to target node v . And ϵu→v indicates the sign value of link eu→v , i.e. ϵu→v = 1 if eu→v ∈ Ep
or ϵu→v = −1 if eu→v ∈ En . When the nodesV have raw features, the node feature matrix of G is
represented as X ∈ RN×F , where F indicates the raw feature dimension. Given G, the objective of
node representation learning on signed directed networks is to embed nodes into low-dimensional
embeddings Z ∈ RN×d that facilitate downstream tasks such as node recommendation, node
classification and link prediction. The notations in this paper are summarized in Table 1.
3.2 Graph Convolutional Networks
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) is one essential ingredient for DVE, thus we give a concise
introduction about it. GCN is one type of neural network that learns superior node representations
by capturing local structures of nodes. GCNs can be regarded as a feature extractor working on
graphs. It can be equipped with a variety of models and applied in a variety of tasks [19, 29, 57].
GCN is firstly derived from the spectral convolution on graphs that is defined as the multiplication
of a signal x ∈ RN with a parameterized filter дθ in the Fourier domain. Let ⋆ be the convolution
operation, the convolution of GCN can be expressed as:
дθ ⋆ x = Uдθ (Λ)UTx (1)
whereU is the eigenvector matrix and Λ is the eigenvalue matrix of the graph Laplacian L = IN −
D−
1
2AD−
1
2 = UΛUT . AndUTx indicates the graph Fourier transform of x . According to Defferrard
et al. [11], a polynomial filter is usually taken as дθ (Λ) = ∑Kk=0 θkΛk .
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Table 1. Notations in this paper.
Notation Description
G signed directed graph
V node set of G
Ep positive link set of G
En negative link set of G
E observed links in G
L the symmetric normalized Laplacian matrix of unsigned undirected graph
IN an identity matrix of size N
d the latent embedding dimension
ϕs parameters of the source node encoder
ϕt parameters of the target node encoder
Zs source node embeddings
Zt target node embeddings
Ap adjacent matrix of the undirected positive graph
An adjacent matrix of the undirected negative graph
X the raw feature matrix of nodes
LsKL KL divergence loss for the source node encoder
LBPW R Balance Pair-wise Ranking (BPWR) loss as the structure decoder
LDV E loss of DVE method
While the convolution filter defined in Eq. 1 involves the eigen-decomposition of L and might be
computationally expensive for large graphs. To circumvent this problem, according to Defferrard
et al. [11], дθ (Λ) with the polynomial filter can be well-approximated by a truncated expansion in
terms of Chebshev polynomials Tk (x) up to K th order:
дθ (Λ) =
K∑
k=0
θkΛ
k ≈
K∑
k=0
θkTk (Λ˜) (2)
where Λ˜ = 2λmax Λ − IN is a rescaled version of Λ and λmax indicates the largest eigenvalue of L.
The Chebshev polynomials are recursively defined as Tk (x) = 2xTk−1(x) −Tk−2(x) with T0(x) = 1
and T1(x) = x . Then taking Eq. 2 into consideration, Eq. 1 can be written as:
дθ ⋆ x ≈
K∑
k=0
θkTk (L˜)x (3)
where L˜ = 2λmax L − IN . Eq. 3 is also called as K-localized convolution on graphs since it is a K-th
order polynomial in the Laplacian.
Inspired by the idea that high-order convolutions can be built by stacking multiple convolutional
layers [25], Kipf et.al [29] achieves K th convolution by stacking multiple convolutional layers of
Eq. 3, and each layer is followed by a point-wise non-linear function. In particular, the layer-wise
convolution in Eq. 3 is defined as K = 1, which indicates a linear function on the graph Laplacian
spectrum. Additionally, Kipf et.al Kipf and Welling [29] approximate λmax ≈ 2 by assuming the
neural network can adapt to this change in scale during training, which simplifies Eq. 3 as:
дθ ⋆ x ≈ θ0x + θ1(L − IN )x = θ0x − θ1D− 12AD− 12x (4)
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where θ0 and θ1 are two free parameters. In practice, GCNs constrain θ = θ0 = −θ1 to avoid
over-fitting and this leads to the following expression:
дθ ⋆ x ≈ θ (IN + D− 12AD− 12 )x (5)
Note that IN +D−
1
2AD−
1
2 now has eigenvalues that range in [0, 2]. Repeating the calculation in Eq. 5
will lead to numerical instabilities and even exploding/vanishing gradients when stacking number
of layers. To alleviate this problem, a renormalization trick is introduced which is: IN + D−
1
2AD−
1
2
→ D̂− 12 (A + IN )D̂− 12 .
Then when giving a signal matrix X ∈ RN×F where N denotes the number of samples and F
denotes the feature dimension, the layer-wise graph convolution in Kipf and Welling [29] is defined
as follows:
Z l+1 = A˜H lΘl , H l = h(Z l ), H 0 = X (6)
where the propagation matrix A˜ = D̂− 12 (A+ IN )D̂− 12 and D̂ is the degree matrix of A+ IN . H l is the
activation matrix in the l-th layer, whose each row is the vector representation of a node. Θl is
now a matrix of filter parameters in the l-th layer and h(·) is the non-linear ReLu function. Z l+1 is
the node representation of (l + 1)-th layer. This layer-wise convolution as well connects the graph
convolution operation in spectral domain to that in the vertex domain. For more details about GCN,
we recommend [29].
From above we can see that GCN learns a node’s representation by aggregating its neighbors
which are also called the receptive field. The receptive field is enlarged through stacking layers like
the L-hop in a graph. When A˜ = IN , GCN degrades to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model, which
does not consider the graph structures and the receptive field of a node is just itself. In our model,
we highlight that the intrinsic high-order local structures in signed directed networks, we thus
have A˜ , IN , namely GCN will not degrade to a MLP here.
4 DVE: DECOUPLED VARIATIONAL EMBEDDING
In this section, our decoupled variational embedding method for signed directed networks is
introduced. Model architecture is shown in Figure 3. Details are illustrated as follows.
4.1 Variational Auto-Encoding Formulation
In this subsection, we formulate the node representation learning problem on signed directed
networks from a variational auto-encoding perspective. Link direction and sign are two key
elements when describing signed directed networks. Link direction between two nodes indicates
the asymmetric relationship that implies the different roles of two nodes in an interaction. This
asymmetric information is an essential factor that facilitates information propagation in signed
directed networks. However, it is inappropriate to apply some GNNs methods such as [11, 29, 66]
on directed graphs since they require a symmetric Laplacian matrix for graph convolutions. Since
a node in a directed relationship may both present as the source node and the target node, we
thus try to leverage the asymmetric information by decoupling node embeddings into source node
embeddings Zs and target node embeddings Zt . From the variational auto-encoding perspective, we
assume the semantics of edges are drawn from some underlying distributions. To clarify, we denote
θ as the parameter symbol for all non-specified models and pθ (E) as the probability density function
of E. The probability distribution function of observed signed directed links E is represented as
P(E) and can be written as Eq. 7:
P(E) =
∫
Zs ,Zt
pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )pθ (Zs ,Zt )dZsdZt (7)
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Fig. 3. Model architecture of DVE (best view in color). We first decouple the signed directed graph into an
undirected positive graph which is indicated by Ap and an undirected negative graph which is indicated
by An . Then our decoupled variational encoder encodes Ap and An as the source node representation Zs
and target node representation Zt , respectively. Finally, Zs and Zt are used to perform the balance pair-wise
ranking loss which is also the structure decoder of DVE. i as source node is from Zs and j,k, r as target nodes
are from Zt . f (·, ·) represents positive link existence score defined in our paper.
where Zs and Zt also indicate the latent variables of source nodes and target nodes respectively. By
modeling node embeddings through two different latent variables, the asymmetric relationship can
be well captured. The true posterior distribution of Zs ,Zt can be written as:
pθ (Zs ,Zt |E) =
pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )pθ (Zs ,Zt )
pθ (E) (8)
where the true posterior pθ (Zs ,Zt |E) in Eq. 8 is intractable because of the moderately complicated
likelihood function of pψ (E|Zs ,Zt ) such as a neural network with non-linear layer [23, 27, 75].
We thus introduce a tractable posterior qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) to approximate pθ (Zs ,Zt |E). In this case, the
marginal log-likelihood log P(E) can be rewritten as:
log P(E) = DKL[qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)| |pθ (Zs ,Zt |E)] + L (9)
where DKL means the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence and L is the (variational) evidence lower
bound (ELBO) of log P(E). Since the KL divergence term is non-negative, we can maximize the
log-likelihood log P(E) by maximizing L. Denoting the joint prior for Zs and Zt as pθ (Zs ,Zt ), L is
derived as:
L = −DKL[qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)|pθ (Zs ,Zt )] + E
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
[pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )] (10)
where pψ (E|Zs ,Zt ) indicates the probabilistic decoder parameterized by ψ . In our method, we
simplify the joint prior pθ (Zs ,Zt ) by assuming pθ (Zs ,Zt ) = pθ (Zs )pθ (Zs ). Complex prior is a
specific research topic in variational inference [48, 55, 67]. We do not explore more here since we
mainly focus on the general variational auto-encoding idea for modeling both the first-order and
high-order topology in signed directed networks. By decoupling the node embeddings into source
node embeddings Zs and target node embeddings Zt , we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 1. Given the observed links E in signed directed networks, the latent variable for
source node embeddings Zs and the latent variable for target node embeddings Zt are conditional
independent.
Thereby, with Proposition 1, we rewrite the approximate posterior qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) as:
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) = qϕs (Zs |E)qϕt (Zt |E) (11)
where qϕs (Zs |E) and qϕt (Zt |E) are the approximate posteriors parameterized by ϕs and ϕt respec-
tively. If we denote pθ (Zs ) and pθ (Zt ) are the prior for Zs and Zt respectively, we rewrite the ELBO
in Eq. 10 as Eq. 12.
L = −DKL[qϕs (Zs |E)| |pθ (Zs )] − DKL[qϕt (Zt |E)| |pθ (Zt )] + E
qϕs (Zs |E)
qϕt (Zt |E)
[logpψ (E|Zs ,Zt )] (12)
More detailed derivation is provided in Appendix A. DVE tries to learn Zs and Zt via maximizing
the above ELBO. To better understand DVE, we firstly introduce the two variational approximate
posteriors qϕs (Zs |E) and qϕt (Zt |E). Modeling these two distributions also indicate the decoupled
variational encoder in Figure 3. The conditional distribution pψ (E|Zs ,Zt ) which indicates the
structure decoder, will be discussed later.
4.2 Decoupled Variational Encoder
In this part, how the decoupled variational encoder in Figure 3 works is introduced. In our expecta-
tion, Zs and Zt are the representation for the source node and target node respectively. These two
representations should capture the intrinsic local structures of nodes both involved in positive links
and negative links. Take the source node representation Zs as an example, directly representing Zs
through existing GCN methods is not appropriate, because this makes GCN do homophily effects
on different signs. Instead, we decouple the signed directed graph into an undirected positive
graph and an undirected negative graph, and consider that Zs could be generated by the node
representation Zps involved in the undirected positive graph and node representation Zns involved
in the undirected negative graph. In other words, Zs could be represented as Zs = fs (Zps ,Zns ), where
fs is the generative function. A proper choice of fs can capture the interactions between positive
and negative links.
In particular, in the learning process of Zps and Zns , if we denote Ap as the adjacent matrix of the
undirected positive graph andAn as the adjacent matrix of the undirected negative graph, variational
GCN is applied on Ap and An . In other words, Zs ∼ qϕs (Zs |E) is represented by the combination of
Z
p
s ∼ qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ), Zns ∼ qϕns (Zns |An ,X ) and fs , where qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ) and qϕns (Zns |An ,X ) indicate
the approximate posteriors for the true posteriors pθ (Zps |Ap ,X ) and pθ (Zns |An ,X ). And we set fs as
concatenation operation here for simplicity. Note that the adjacent matrices of both the undirected
positive graph and the undirected negative graph are composed of 0 and 1, where 1 means linked
and 0 otherwise. The variational inference procedure for qϕs (Zs |E) indicates the source node
encoder shown in Figure 3 and is introduced in the following part.
Let the node feature matrix be X ∈ RN×F where N is the number of nodes and F is the feature
dimension3. Let Zps,i ∈ R1×d and Zns,i ∈ R1×d be the source node embeddings of i-th node involved
in the undirected positive graph and the undirected negative graph, respectively. If we denote
qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ) and qϕns (Zns |An ,X ) as the variational distribution for source node involved in the
3Since we do not have node features in our experiments, we simply set X = IN , IN is a diagonal matrix with size N
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undirected positive graph and undirected negative graph respectively, we can have the following:
qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ) =
N∏
i=1
qϕps (Z
p
s,i |Ap ,X ) (13)
qϕns (Zns |An ,X ) =
N∏
i=1
qϕns (Zns,i |An ,X ) (14)
Inspired by the idea that different semantics can come from the same family of functions (e.g.
Gaussian) since these semantics are modeled by different parameters and are in different spaces [27,
33, 42]. We assume that both qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ) and qϕns (Zns |An ,X ) follow Gaussian distribution, then
the reparametrization Gaussian parameters µp,ls ∈ RN×d ,σp,ls ∈ RN×d , µn,ls ∈ RN×d ,σn,ls ∈ RN×d
in l-th layer are defined as4:{
µ
p,l+1
s = A˜
pH
p,l
s,µW
p,l
s,µ , H
p,l
s,µ = h(µp,ls ), Hp,0s,µ = X
logσp,l+1s = A˜pH
p,l
s,σW
p,l
s,σ , H
p,l
s,σ = h(logσp,ls ), Hp,0s,σ = X
(15)
{
µn,l+1s = A˜
nHn,ls,µW
n,l
s,µ , H
n,l
s,µ = h(µn,ls ), Hn,0s,µ = X
logσn,l+1s = A˜nHn,ls,σW n,ls,σ , Hn,ls,σ = h(logσn,ls ), Hn,0s,σ = X
(16)
where A˜p = [D̂p ]− 12 (Ap + IN )[D̂p ]− 12 and A˜n = [D̂n]− 12 (An + IN )[D̂n]− 12 are the propagation matrices.
D̂p and D̂n are the degree matrices of Ap + IN and An + IN , respectively. h(·) denotes the non-linear
ReLu function.W p,ls,µ ∈ RF×d andW p,ls,σ ∈ RF×d denote the l-layer reparametrization parameters for
Z
p
s . Similarly,W n,ls,µ ∈ RF×d andW n,ls,σ ∈ RF×d are the l-layer reparametrization parameters for Zns .
Accordingly, if we denote pθ (Zps ) and pθ (Zns ) are prior distributions for Zps and Zns respectively, the
prior regularization loss on qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ) and qϕns (Zns |An ,X ) are written as:
min
ϕs
LsKL = DKL[qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X )| |pθ (Zps )] + DKL[qϕns (Zns |An ,X )| |pθ (Zns )] (17)
where ϕs = {ϕps ,ϕns } = {W p,l0/l1s,µ/σ ,W
n,l0/l1
s,µ/σ } is the parameter of the source node encoder. Therefore,
representation for the source node can be obtained by Zs = Zps ⊕ Zns (⊕ means concatenation),
where Zps ∼ qϕps (Z
p
s |Ap ,X ) and Zns ∼ qϕns (Zns |An ,X ). The target node representation Zt can be
obtained in similar procedure.
It is worthwhile to highlight that GCN working on both Ap and An with different parameters
models the distinctive effects of different link signs. Conducting GCN on Ap and An is reasonable
since GCNdoes not specify positive or negativemeaning of links in graphs. Instead, GCN emphasizes
the correlation that links two nodes. How to leverage the information from Ap and An in the
subsequent modules determines the positive or negative semantics. In our case, we use GCN to
summarize the correlation pattern among nodes, and then ask the following module to employ the
positive semantics in Ap and negative semantics in An . By this way, the signed local structures can
be captured in a decoupled manner.
4A quick note: s means the source node, µ, σ denote the mean value and standard deviation parameter of Gaussian
distribution, p means undirected positive graph, n indicates undirected negative graph and l means the (l + 1)-th layer.
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4.3 Structure Decoder
In auto-encoding theory, decoder is an essential module and our structure decoder is introduced here.
The structure decoder is expected to reconstruct the signed directed links and guide the encoder
learning. This requires that the structure decoder should preserve the structural characteristics
in signed directed networks. Note that the Extended Structural Balance Theory [43] states the
closeness of users in signed networks. The essential insight of this theory is that for four users
i, j,k, r , if the link signs are ϵi j = 1, ϵik = 0, ϵir = −1, the closeness among them follows Eq. 18.
д(i, j) < д(i,k) < д(i, r ) (18)
where д(i, j) denotes distance between user i and j. For example, if a positive link means trust and
a negative link means distrust in social networks, user i prefers to trust j than k and trusts k more
than r . Actually, this theory states the first-order topology that indicates the closeness relationships
among nodes. By combining this theory with Bayesian Personalized Ranking [46], we naturally
develop a novel Balance Pair-wise Ranking (BPWR) loss to guide the whole model learning. To
clarify, we denote the distance in Eq. 18 as the existence score of positive links. The higher score is,
the more probably the positive link exists. Thus, the Extended Structural Balance Theory can be
interpreted as Eq. 19:
f (i → j) > f (i → k) > f (i → r ) (19)
where f (i → j) indicates the existence score of positive links from source node i to target node j . If
j >i k indicates the relation score of i → j is larger than that of i → k with node i as the reference
object, for samples (i, j,k, r ) with ϵi→j = 1, ϵi→k = 0, ϵi→r = −1, the maximum posteriors satisfy:
max
ϕs ,ϕt
∏
(i, j,k )
p(ϕs ,ϕt |j >i k) ∝ ∏
(i, j,k )
p(j >i k |ϕs ,ϕt )p(ϕs ,ϕt )
max
ϕs ,ϕt
∏
(i,k,r )
p(ϕs ,ϕt |k >i r ) ∝ ∏
(i,k,r )
p(k >i r |ϕs ,ϕt )p(ϕs ,ϕt )
(20)
where ϕs and ϕt are the parameters of the decoupled variational encoder to obtain Zs and Zt .
p(j >i k |ϕs ,ϕt ) and p(k >i r |ϕs ,ϕt ) indicate the likelihood functions which are written as:{
p(j >i k |ϕs ,ϕt ) = σ (f (i → j) − f (i → k))
p(k >i r |ϕs ,ϕt ) = σ (f (i → k) − f (i → r ))
(21)
where f (i → j) is calculated by the inner product of the source node embeddings Zs,i of node i
and target node embeddings Zt, j of node j. f (i → k) and f (i → r ) can be obtained in similar way.
σ is the sigmoid function. Therefore, following [46], the Balance Pair-wise Ranking (BPWR) loss of
our structure decoder can be written as:
min
ϕs ,ϕt
LBPW R = − E(i, j,k )∼P (E) lnσ (ZTs,iZt, j − ZTs,iZt,k )
− E(i,k,r )∼P (E) lnσ (ZTs,iZt,k − ZTs,iZt,r )
(22)
where i, j,k, r are the node indexes that satisfy ei→j ∈ Ep and ei→r ∈ En and ei→k is the sampled
non-existent link . When Zs and Zt are not learned from the decoupled variational encoder, Zs and
Zt can be initialized trainable embedding matrices. In other words, BPWR can be an independent
model to learn node embeddings in signed directed networks.
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4.4 Model Learning
Putting the encoder and decoder together, we can write the objective function of DVE as follows5:
min
ϕs ,ϕt
LDV E = − E(i, j,k )∼P (E) lnσ (ZTs,iZt, j − ZTs,iZt,k )
− E(i,k,r )∼P (E) lnσ (ZTs,iZt,k − ZTs,iZt,r )
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
{DKL[qϕps (Z
p
s,i |Ap ,X )| |pθ (Zps )] + DKL[qϕns (Zns,i |An ,X )| |pθ (Zns )]}
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
{DKL[qϕpt (Z
p
t,i |Ap ,X )| |pθ (Zpt )] + DKL[qϕnt (Znt,i |An ,X )| |pθ (Znt )]}
(23)
where ϕs = {ϕps ,ϕns } = {W p,l0/l1s,µ/σ ,W
n,l0/l1
s,µ/σ } is the parameter of the source node encoder and ϕt =
{ϕpt ,ϕnt } = {W p,l0/l1t,µ/σ ,W
n,l0/l1
t,µ/σ } denotes the parameter of the target node encoder. The source node
embeddings and target node embeddings are respectively denoted as Zs = Zps ⊕ Zns , Zt = Zpt ⊕ Znt .
All priors pθ (Zps ),pθ (Zns ),pθ (Zpt ) and pθ (Znt ) are standard Gaussian distributions. In DVE, the matrix
multiplication is conducted between a sparse adjacent matrix and a dense matrix, e.g. Eq. 15,16,
which can be implemented with high efficiency in recent deep learning programming frameworks.
For each positive link ei→j and negative link ei→r , we randomly sample nnoise non-linked nodes
to play as k and construct the training triplets (i, j,k) and (i,k, r ). We adopt Dropout technique for
regularization rather than L2 norm. Many widely used optimization algorithms such as RMSProp
can be applied for model learning.
4.5 Comparison Between DVE and Existing Methods
There are differences and connections between DVE and existing methods. A key difference is that
DVE integrally captures both the first-order and high-order topology for signed directed networks.
However, most existing methods [22, 62, 63] mainly focus on modeling the first-order topology.
There are some works [26, 68] based on random walks, but they fail to capture the high-order
topology since they apply homophily effects on different link signs.
Meanwhile, there are connections between DVE and existing methods in terms of the first-order
topology modeling. Both DVE and existing methods perform the first-order topology modeling
regarding signed directed links. Existing methods works with restrictive distance metrics and
usually ignore the mediator function of non-existent links. Instead, BPWR of DVE working in a
personalized ranking scheme has more potential to capture the closeness relationships of nodes.
Besides, it is worthwhile to point out that both the margin ranking (MR) loss in SNEA [62] and
BPWR loss in DVE have similar target that are developed from Extended Structural Balance Theory.
However, MR is a deterministic non-smooth metric and BPWR derived from maximizing the
posterior of the observations is smooth and easy to be optimized by gradient based techniques [46].
The superior performance of BPWR over SNEA-MR is also verified in Section 5.2.
4.6 Time Complexity Analysis
Stochastic training of DNN methods involves two steps, the forward and backward computations.
DVE supports the mini-batch training and the time cost lies in the decoupled variational encoder
and structure decoder. We thus decompose the time complexity of DVE into two parts, namely
the time complexity of decoupled variational encoder and structure decoder. In each batch of
5Note that we take the expectation formula here for scaled loss values instead of summarization.
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DVE, the decoupled variational encoder learns node embeddings for all nodes. Thus, following
the analysis of GCN in Wu et al. [65], the time complexity of decoupled variational encoder is
O(2|Ep | + 2|En |) = O(2|E |), where |Ep |, |Ep | and |E | denote the number of edges of undirected
positive graph, undirected negative graph and signed directed graph, respectively. Note that for this
decoupled variational encoder, the source node encoder and target node encoder can be parallelly
conducted. In this case, the time complexity for decoupled variational encoder can be reduced
to O(|Ep | + |En |) = O(|E|). Furthermore, the graph convolution on Ap and An to learn Zs and
Zt could also be paralleled, which leads to the time complexity as O(max{|Ep |, |En |}). As for the
structure decoder in each batch, we compute the BPWR loss with non-existent link sampling. If we
denote the sampling size as nnoise and the batch size of training positive/negative links as B, the
time complexity is O(nnoiseB).
In summary, the time complexity of the non-parallel DVE in each batch is O(2|E | +nnoiseB), the
half-parallel counterpart isO(|E|+nnoiseB) and the quarter-parallel counterpart isO(max{|Ep |, |En |}+
nnoiseB). Generally, the main time cost lies in the decoupled variational encoder, since we usually
have 2|E | > |E | > max{|Ep |, |En |} >> nnoiseB. Actually, the time complexity of decoupled varia-
tional encoder is related to the specific graph convolutional network. For datasets with too large
max{|Ep |, |En |}, the O(max{|Ep |, |En |}) in each batch may still be time-consuming. This can be
solved by using other kinds of GCN [8, 9, 19] that reduce O(max{|Ep |, |En |}) to the scale of the
training batch size B. This makes DVE scalable to much larger datasets. We do not explore more
here since we mainly focus on the general idea of variational auto-encoding to capture both the
first-order and high-order topological information for signed directed networks.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct experiments on three widely used datasets. Performance on both link
sign prediction task and node recommendation task are implemented to verify the effectiveness of
DVE. Further ablation study and qualitative analysis are investigated to provide deep understanding
about DVE.
5.1 Experimental Setups
5.1.1 DatasetDescription. We conduct the experiments on three widely used real-world datasets.
Epinions6: Epinions is one popular product review site in which users can create both trust (positive)
and distrust (negative) links to others. Slashdot7 is a technology news platform where users can
create friend (positive) and foe (negative) links to others. Wiki8 is a dataset collected from the
Wikipedia site, where users vote for or against other users in order to determine administration
promotion. For each dataset, we randomly sample a subset links as our experimental dataset. We
also filter out users who have no link with others. The statistics of processed data are shown in
Table 2. From the table, it is obvious that both the undirected positive graph and the undirected
negative graph are very sparse.
5.1.2 Baselines. We compare DVE with 9 competitive baselines.
• LINE [53]: LINE defines loss functions to preserve the first-order or second-order proximity
between nodes in a graph. Here, we only perform LINE on the positive links since it does not
work on signed graphs. Since LINE’s first order proximity usually presents better performance
than the second order one, we report the performance of LINE’s first-order proximity here.
6https://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-sign-epinions.html
7https://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-sign-Slashdot090216.html
8https://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-RfA.html
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Table 2. The statistics of Epinions, Slashdot and Wiki utilized in our experiments.
Dataset Epinions Slashdot Wiki
#nodes 22,503 17,496 6,836
#edges 84,102 54,920 89,365
#positive edges 60,044 46,189 70,075
#negative edges 24,058 8,731 19,290
undirected positive graph density 0.0119% 0.0151% 0.1499%
undirected negative graph density 4.75e-3% 2.85e-3% 4.12e-4%
• MF [22]: Matrix factorization is one popular technique for network embedding. We perform
MF with the same noise sampling method as DVE here to learn low-dimensional node
embeddings for signed directed networks.
• SNE [68]: This method develops the log-bilinear model with random walk to learn low-
dimensional node embeddings for signed networks. On signed directed networks, we apply
directed random walk for SNE here.
• SiNE [63]: SiNE is a deep neural network method that makes a distinction between positively
linked nodes and negatively linked nodes. It is capable of capturing the non-linear pattern in
signed directed networks.
• SIDE [26]: SIDE is a random walk based method, which formulates the social balance theory
into a likelihood for signed directed networks.
• SNEA-MR [62]: SNEA is a method for attributed signed social networks. Considering that the
margin ranking (MR) loss 9 in SNEA is also based on Extended Structural Balance Theory,
we thus extend it here as a baseline to make comparison with BPWR.
• BPWR (Ours): As the structure decoder of DVE method, this Balance Pair-wise Ranking loss
could be an independent model and be a comparison to the loss in SiNE and SNEA-MR.
• SLVE (Ours): SLVE substitutes the decoupled variational encoder in DVE with a non-
decoupled one by leveraging the signed Laplacian matrix [16].
• DE (Ours): DE is the non-variational variant of DVE method.
5.1.3 Parameter Settings. For each baseline, we follow the parameter settings in their papers
or codes. Batch training size is 1000 for all methods. For our model, we set the training epoch
size as 200 and the number of GCN layers as l = 2. Dropout probability is 0.2. Learning rate is
taken as 0.01. RMSProp optimizer [54] is adopted to optimize our objective function. According
to the training loss, the size of randomly sampled noise (ei→k=0) is set as 5 for Epinions and 20
for Slashdot and Wiki. Embedding size is d1 = 128 and d = 64 on all three datasets. We randomly
split each dataset into 80% train data and 20% test data. For every model, we conduct 10 times and
report the averaged best performance on test set as the model performance.
5.2 Performance Comparison
5.2.1 Link Sign Prediction. We first compare the model performance on link sign prediction
task. Link sign prediction aims to predict the unobserved signs of existing links. Following the
evaluation protocols of existing works [63, 68], we train a binary classifier which is a two-layer
MLP with Relu as the non-linear function. Then, we use signed links in the model training stage
as the train data for the binary classifier and predict signs for the test links. More specifically, we
concatenate two node embeddings as the link representation and take the link representation as
9It refers to Eq.5 in the original paper.
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Table 3. Link sign prediction performance. Names with * refer to our methods. Compared to SiNE, the
absolute improvement percentage of DE and DVE are given. Compared to DVE, the t-test results of other
baselines are shown in this table. ‡ means p-value<0.01, † indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Dataset Epinions Slashdot Wiki
Method AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1
LINE 0.906‡ 0.902‡ 0.855‡ 0.920‡ 0.782‡ 0.889‡
MF 0.934‡ 0.927‡ 0.801‡ 0.918‡ 0.595‡ 0.884‡
SNE 0.952‡ 0.933‡ 0.869‡ 0.928‡ 0.848‡ 0.902‡
SiNE 0.929‡ 0.919‡ 0.870‡ 0.916‡ 0.864‡ 0.904‡
SIDE 0.807‡ 0.861‡ 0.798‡ 0.917‡ 0.647‡ 0.884‡
SNEA-MR 0.864‡ 0.891‡ 0.753‡ 0.913‡ 0.732‡ 0.889‡
BPWR∗ 0.933‡ 0.926‡ 0.891‡ 0.929‡ 0.881‡ 0.911‡
SLVE∗ 0.924‡ 0.918‡ 0.871‡ 0.922‡ 0.874‡ 0.905‡
DE∗ 0.958(+2.9%)− 0.939(2.0%)− 0.899(2.9%)‡ 0.930(1.4%)‡ 0.885(2.1%)‡ 0.909(0.5%)‡
DVE∗ 0.960(3.1%) 0.940(2.1%) 0.905(3.5%) 0.934(1.8%) 0.889(2.5%) 0.911(0.7%)
input for the binary classifier. Due to the unbalanced signs in test links, AUC and F1 are adopted to
assess the performance. We consider sign +1 as the positive class. The results are shown in Table 3.
From this table, we summarize that:
• The proposedDVE outperforms recent competitivemethods and reaches the best performance.
For example, regarding AUC on Slashdot, DVE obtains a 3.5% improvement compared to SiNE
and a 3.6% improvement compared to SNE. This verifies that DVE learns more representative
node embeddings in signed directed networks.
• Comparing BPWR with other baselines (SiNE, SNE, MF), BPWR outperforms them on AUC
and F1 on all three datasets. This exposes the deficiencies of the baselines in mining the
first-order topology. Developed from Extended Structural Balance Theory, BPWRworking in a
personalized pair-wise ranking manner is more capable of mining the closeness relationships
among nodes. It is worthwhile to point out that although SNEA-MR and BPWR are both
developed from the Extended Structural Balance Theory and they have a similar training
goal. However, the objective of SNEA-MR is not smooth while BPWR based on maximizing
the posterior of signed directed links is smooth and easy to be optimized by gradient based
optimization methods. The comparison results of SNEA-MR and BPWR as well verify the
effectiveness of BPWR.
• Modeling the high-order topology facilitates to learn more representative node embeddings
in signed directed networks. Comparing DVE, DE with BPWR, DVE and DE in an auto-
encoder formula are able to model both the first-order and the high-order topology in signed
directed networks. However, BPWR works as an independent model can only model the
first-order topology. The gap between DVE,DE and BPWR is more obvious in the following
node recommendation task.
• It is obvious that DVE always outperforms SLVE, which indicates the importance of our
decoupling idea. Particularly, SLVE is the non-decoupled variant of DVE by applying signed
Laplacian matrix [16] in GCN. Thus the only difference between SLVE and DVE is the encoder
part. From the comparison between SLVE and BPWR, we can see that SLVE even damages
its own decoder’s (BPWR) performance. This highlights the necessity of applying distinctive
effects on different types of links in signed directed networks.
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Table 4. Node recommendation performance on Epinions. Names with ∗ refer to our methods. The metrics
for this task are Recall@k and Precision@k . We pick k=10,20,50 here. Compared to SiNE, the absolute
improvement percentage of DVE is given in the table. Compared to DVE, the t-test results of other baselines
are as well shown in the table. ‡ means p-value<0.01, † indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Dataset Epinions
Methods R@10 R@20 R@50 P@10 P@20 P@50
LINE 0.004‡ 0.011‡ 0.025‡ 0.004‡ 0.004‡ 0.005‡
MF 0.022‡ 0.036‡ 0.069‡ 0.029‡ 0.025‡ 0.021‡
SNE 0.002‡ 0.003‡ 0.008‡ 0.001‡ 9.5e-4‡ 9.0e-4‡
SiNE 0.027‡ 0.039‡ 0.074‡ 0.031‡ 0.026‡ 0.021‡
SIDE 5.5e-4‡ 8.2e-4‡ 0.002‡ 8.3e-4‡ 7.1e-4‡ 5.9e-4‡
SNEA-MR 0.024‡ 0.037‡ 0.065‡ 0.024‡ 0.020‡ 0.016‡
BPWR∗ 0.031‡ 0.053‡ 0.088‡ 0.026‡ 0.024‡ 0.021‡
SLVE∗ 0.0181‡ 0.029‡ 0.070‡ 0.017‡ 0.015‡ 0.012‡
DE∗ 0.030‡ 0.045‡ 0.082‡ 0.022‡ 0.020‡ 0.017‡
DVE∗ 0.035(0.8%) 0.053(1.4%) 0.100(2.6%) 0.035(0.4%) 0.030(0.4%) 0.024(0.3%)
Table 5. Node recommendation performance on Slashdot. Names with ∗ refer to our methods. The metrics
for this task are Recall@k and Precision@k . We pick k=10,20,50 here. Compared to SiNE, the absolute
improvement percentage of DVE is given in the table. Compared to DVE, the t-test results of other baselines
are as well shown in the table. ‡ means p-value<0.01, † indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Dataset Slashdot
Methods R@10 R@20 R@50 P@10 P@20 P@50
LINE 0.011‡ 0.017‡ 0.033‡ 0.006‡ 0.006‡ 0.006‡
MF 0.015‡ 0.026‡ 0.053‡ 0.025‡ 0.022‡ 0.018‡
SNE 0.002‡ 0.006‡ 0.011‡ 0.002‡ 0.002‡ 0.002‡
SiNE 0.052‡ 0.068‡ 0.107‡ 0.027‡ 0.025‡ 0.021‡
SIDE 8.2e-4‡ 0.001‡ 0.005‡ 6.5e-4‡ 6.5e-4‡ 7.6e-4‡
SNEA-MR 0.005‡ 0.007‡ 0.014‡ 0.005‡ 0.004‡ 0.003‡
BPWR∗ 0.058‡ 0.073‡ 0.111‡ 0.028‡ 0.023‡ 0.020‡
SLVE∗ 0.037‡ 0.049‡ 0.089‡ 0.018‡ 0.017‡ 0.016‡
DE∗ 0.039‡ 0.057‡ 0.101‡ 0.025‡ 0.022‡ 0.019‡
DVE∗ 0.060(0.8%) 0.086(1.8%) 0.134(2.7%) 0.036(0.9%) 0.031(0.6%) 0.024(0.3%)
• Regarding DVE and DE, DVE models the uncertainty of node embeddings in signed directed
networks. DVE performs better on Slashdot and Wiki compared to the non-variational DE. A
more informative prior matching the complex data rather than standard Gaussian will be
better for variational inference. Thus, if provided with a more proper prior, the advantages
of modeling uncertainty are expected to be more obvious.
5.2.2 Node Recommendation. Another practical application of network embedding in signed
directed networks is node recommendation. It matches a fact that friend recommendation in social
media. We thus conduct the node recommendation task here to investigate the quality of learned
node embeddings.
In particular, for a specific node, we recommend nodes that have high-probabilities to build
positive directed links. For example, denote i as the source node, we want to recommend a target
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Table 6. Node recommendation performance onWiki. Names with ∗ refer to our methods. The metrics for this
task are Recall@k and Precision@k . We pick k=10,20,50 here. Compared to SiNE, the absolute improvement
percentage of DVE is given in the table. Compared to DVE, the t-test results of other baselines are as well
shown in the table. ‡ means p-value<0.01, † indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Dataset Wiki
Methods R@10 R@20 R@50 P@10 P@20 P@50
LINE 0.037‡ 0.054‡ 0.112‡ 0.014‡ 0.010‡ 0.009‡
MF 0.011‡ 0.024‡ 0.048‡ 0.005‡ 0.005‡ 0.004‡
SNE 0.002‡ 0.005‡ 0.011‡ 8.4e-4‡ 9.9e-4‡ 9.5e-4‡
SiNE 0.033‡ 0.055‡ 0.111‡ 0.012‡ 0.010‡ 0.009‡
SIDE 0.001‡ 0.002‡ 0.009‡ 5.8e-4‡ 5.2e-4‡ 7.6e-4‡
SNEA-MR 0.002‡ 0.004‡ 0.014‡ 9.4e-4‡ 7.6e-4‡ 0.011‡
BPWR∗ 0.049‡ 0.087‡ 0.174‡ 0.018‡ 0.016‡ 0.014‡
SLVE∗ 0.013‡ 0.037‡ 0.101‡ 0.004‡ 0.006‡ 0.007‡
DE∗ 0.043‡ 0.073‡ 0.152‡ 0.018‡ 0.016‡ 0.014‡
DVE∗ 0.050(1.7%) 0.092(3.7%) 0.179(6.8%) 0.020(0.8%) 0.018(0.8%) 0.016(0.7%)
node list Ji = [j1, j2, ..., jk ] which is ranked according to the prediction scores to build positive
links. k means the cut off number. Specifically, we use the learned embeddings and calculate the
prediction scores by the trained model on the test nodes. We take Recall@k and Precision@k as
the evaluation metrics here. The results are shown in Table 4,5,6, from which we have the following
observations:
• DVE outperforms other baselines of Recall@k and Precision@k on all datasets. Compared
to SiNE on Recall@50, DVE even reaches a 2.6% improvement on Epinions and a 2.7%
improvement on Slashdot and a 6.8% increase onWiki. Compared to the baseline methods that
ignores the high-order topology, DVE integrally extracts both the first-order and high-order
topology, and learns more representative node embeddings for signed directed networks.
• Compared with other baselines (SiNE, SNE, MF), BPWR has better ability to mine the relative
closeness relationships among nodes. For example, SiNE defines a limited distance metric by
considering only signed links. In contrary, BPWR mines the mediator value of non-existent
links. Furthermore, compared to SNEA-MR, BPWR in personalized ranking formulation is a
smooth objective function and can be easily optimized by gradient based algorithms.
In order to investigate whether there is a statistical improvement of our method, we further conduct
t-test experiments with 10 times for each setting. Results are shown in Table 3,4,5,6.
From these tables, it is clear that the improvement of DVE is statistical significant with p-
value<0.01 in comparison with baseline methods. The statistical improvement of DVE over BPWR
indicates the importance of high-order topological information extracted by decoupled variational
encoder. Note that on link sign prediction task for Epinions dataset, p-value of DVE and DE is
larger than 0.05, which indicates the improvement is not statistical significant. While for other
two datasets, we get the opposite figures and conclusion. This is because DE is the non-variational
variant of DVE and whether the variational one presents a better performance relies on the data
distribution and prior distribution, which does not serve as a conflict of our main idea.
5.2.3 The Effect of Sparse Training Data. We investigate the effect of sparse training data on
model performance. In particular, we vary the ratio of the 80% training data as new train data and
keep the 20% test data fixed. Results are shown in Figure 4. From this figure, we see that:
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• Generally, the performance of each model decreases with the decline of training data, which
indicates that sparse data causes deterioration to the model performance. Meanwhile, DVE
consistently reaches the best performance in most sparse cases, which shows DVE has better
adaptability in comparison with the baseline methods.
• For node recommendation task in Figure 4 (d)(e)(f), it is obvious that both MF and SNE
perform worse than other methods (e.g. SiNE, BPWR) in most cases, because MF and SNE are
not ranking based loss. In contrary, SiNE and BPWR are both based on ranking loss which is
more advantageous in node recommendation task.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of methods with different training data on Epinions, Slashdot and Wiki for two tasks.
AUC in (a)(b)(c) is the metric for link sign prediction task and Recall@50 in (d)(e)(f) is the metric for node
recommendation task.
5.2.4 The Effect of Different Latent Dimensions. The latent dimension of embeddings is an
important factor that accounts for the model performance in network embedding. We thus conduct
an experiment to investigate the effect of different latent dimensions varying in [16, 32, 64, 128, 256].
The results are shown in Figure 5. From this figure, we have the following observations:
• The proposed methods (BPWR, DE and DVE) consistently outperform other baselines with
different latent dimensions. DVE achieves the best performance in most cases, because DVE is
the only method that simultaneously captures both the first-order and high-order topological
information in signed directed networks.
• It is worthwhile to notice that DVE tends to reach a better performance at a higher dimension
in comparison with SiNE. DVE considering both the high-order and the first-order topology
requires a high dimension to encode the additional information. As for the baselines that only
considers the first-order topology, when the dimension is high, the information in learned
embeddings tends to be redundant and yields unsatisfying performance on the test set.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of methods with different latent dimension on Epinions, Slashdot and Wiki for two tasks.
AUC in (a)(c)(e) is the metric for link sign prediction task and Recall@50 in (b)(d)(f) is the metric for node
recommendation task.
5.2.5 Empirical Running Time Analysis. To investigate the time complexity, we conduct an
experiment to compare the empirical running time in each epoch of different methods. In particular,
we set the training batch number is 1,000 for all methods. For the baselines (MF, SNE, SiNE,
SIDE), we follow the hyper-parameter settings in the source codes provided by the authors. All
these methods are implemented with deep learning programming frameworks such as Pytorch,
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Fig. 6. The empirical running time in each epoch of different methods. In this figure, DVE-N indicates the
non-parallel DVE, DVE-H means the half-parallel one and the DVE-Q denotes the quarter-parallel one.
Table 7. Different generative functions for fs . In this table, [·, ·] means the concatenation operation and
WC ∈ R2d×2d is the weight of MLP for concatenation. ⊙ indicates the element-wise product operation and
WE ∈ Rd×d is the weight of MLP for element-wise product.
type formula
concat Zs = [Zps ,Zns ]
concat+MLP Zs = ([Zps ,Zns ])WC
element-wise product Zs = Zps ⊙ Zns
element-wise product+MLP Zs = (Zps ⊙ Zns )WE
Tensorflow or Theano. For DVE, we implement it with Tensorflow and the sampling size nnoise of
non-existent links is 5,5,20 on Epinions, Slashdot and Wiki, respectively. Since DVE has parallel
versions, we thus denote DVE-N as the non-parallel one, DVE-H as the half-parallel one and DVE-Q
as the quarter-parallel one. We conduct the experiments 10 times on the same machine with one
Nvidia-1080 GPU. The mean value of running time per epoch is reported in Figure 6. We see that:
• MF costs the least time because of its simple scheme. SNE and SIDE involving the softmax
operation consumemuch time than other methods. The proposed DVE in non-parallel version
(DVE-N) generally costs more time than MF and SiNE, because DVE is more complex to
capture both the high-order and first-order topological information.
• DVE-H and DVE-Q take much less time than DVE-N. They are even faster than SiNE in some
cases. Meanwhile, DVE provides better performance in comparison with SiNE. In summary,
the decoupling idea has advantages to accelerate the training process as well as learns more
representative node embeddings for signed directed networks.
5.3 Ablation Study
5.3.1 The Effect of Different Generative Functions. Remind that we assume the source node
embeddings Zs could be generated through Zs = fs (Zps ,Zns ), where fs is the generative function.
In order to explore the influence of different generative functions, we conduct an experiment with
various functions that are defined in Table 7. Note that we only use fs as an example to illustrate
the experiment setting here. The target node representation Zt has similar formulation, while the
notations are Zpt ,Znt and ft . The results are shown in Figure 7.
From Figure 7, we observe two interesting phenomenons: 1) concatenation does better than
concatenation+MLP and inner product does better than element-wise product+MLP; 2) concate-
nation performs better than element-wise product and concatenation+MLP performs better than
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Fig. 7. Performance of DVE with different generative functions. AUC in (a)(b)(c) refers to the metric for link
sign prediction task. Recall@50 in (d)(e)(f) is the metric for node recommendation task.
element-wise product+MLP. The main reason for the first phenomenon may be that additional
trainable parameters lead to over-fitting on the sparse graph data. For the second phenomenon, it
is because both Zps and Zns are learned with distinctive deep neural networks, which indicates they
are in different latent spaces. The aligned element-wise product may lead to information loss to
represent source node embeddings Zs . Therefore, concatenation operation tends to be the most
suitable choice among them in terms of both efficiency and easy implementation.
5.3.2 Hyper-Parameter Sensitivity. In DVE, the two hyper-parameters are the number of
GCN layer nGCN and the noise sampling size nnoise . nGCN controls the order of a node’s local
structures and nnoise influence the sampling size of non-existent links. We here investigate the
model sensitivity on these two hyper-parameters. The results are show in Figure 8, from which we
have the following observations:
• DVE achieves its best performance on different datasets when nGCN = 2, 3 and nnoise = 5, 20.
The slight change of nGCN indicates that most useful topological information is within low-
order neighborhoods. While the noise sampling size nnoise varies a lot on different datasets,
which means nnoise is better chosen according to the datasets.
• From Figure 8 (a)(b)(c) for link sign prediction task, we see that the performance of link sign
prediction does not change a lot (0.958∼ 0.964 on Epinions and 0.88∼ 0.90 on Slashdot and
0.86∼ 0.88 on Wiki). This slight change indicates that the link sign prediction performance is
robust to nGCN and nnoise . However, as shown in Figure 8 (d)(e)(f), the node recommendation
performance changes obviously (0.10∼ 0.06 on Epinions and 0.14∼ 0.06 on Slashdot and 0.09∼
0.17 on Wiki). This is because the node recommendation is instinctively measured from
model training, while a binary classifier is additionally trained for link sign prediction. The
binary classifier reduces model sensitivity on nGCN and nnoise .
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Fig. 8. Performance of DVE with different parameter settings. AUC in (a)(b)(c) is the metric for link sign
prediction task and Recall@50 in (d)(e)(f) is the metric for node recommendation task.
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Fig. 9. Performance of DVE with different dropout rates. Dropout rate=0.0 means dropout keep probability is
1.0 during training. AUC in (a)(b)(c) is the metric for link sign prediction task and Recall@50 in (d)(e)(f) is the
metric for node recommendation task.
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5.3.3 Dropout Regularization. In our method, we apply Dropout for regularization. In order to
study the influence of Dropout, we investigate the model performance with different Dropout rates
along the training process. The results are shown in Figure 9.
From Figure 9, we can see that different Dropout rates may have different influence on different
datasets. In Figure 9 (a)(d) for Epinions, it is obvious that DVE reaches its best performance when
dropout=0.0, which means the Dropout keep probability equals 1.0 is better for Epinions. The
reason for this may be that the data distribution is complex and no Dropout encourages the model
to fit data better. In contrary, in Figure 9 (b)(e) for Slashdot and Figure 9 (c)(f) for Wiki, Dropout
rate equals 0.2 facilitates better performance, which indicates DVE needs necessary regularization
on these two datasets to avoid over-fitting.
(a) MF (b) SNE (c) SiNE
(d) BPWR (e) SLVE (f) DVE
Fig. 10. t-SNE visualization of topology preservation in Epinions. The node in red color means the sampled
central node i as source node. The nodes in blue color represents the positively linked neighbors Np (i) and
nodes in green color are the negatively linked neighbors Nn (i). While the yellow ones are randomly sampled
non-linked nodes Nun (i) for center node i . Both Np (i) and Nn (i) are target nodes.
5.4 Qualitative Visualization
5.4.1 Topology Preservation. Signed directed networks have complex topology pattern and
there are some obvious topology characteristics. If we denote i as a source node, Np (i) as the
positively linked target neighbors, Nn(i) as negatively linked target neighbors and Nun(i) as the
non-linked neighbors, there are several characteristics of topology in signed directed networks:
• Np (i), Nn(i) and Nun(i) tend to be three clusters since they play different roles for node i;
• Closeness between Np (i) and node i tends to be larger than that between Nun(i) and node i;
• Closeness between Nun(i) and node i is larger than that between Nn(i) and node i .
In order to study whether the learned node embeddings preserve the above characteristics, we
conduct an experiment about node embedding visualization. In particular, we randomly sample a
source node i whose number of directly linked neighbors is larger than 100 from Epinions. The
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positively linked neighbors Np (i) and negatively linked neighbors Nn(i) are both from target
nodes. Next, we also randomly sample some non-linked nodes Nun(i). Finally, we visualize the
corresponding embeddings with t-SNE [37] for 6 methods. The results are shown in Figure 10.
From the figure, we can summarize that:
• DVE has the best visualization performance in terms of the well clustered nodes and clear
closeness pattern among different types of nodes. For SNE in Figure 10 (b), we can see that the
closest neighbors for the central node are non-linked nodes and the positively linked nodes
are not well clustered. For SiNE in Figure 10 (c), the nodes are not well distributed and it is
even impossible to recognize some nodes. MF in Figure 10 (a) clusters the positively linked
nodes and non-linked nodes well but fails in negatively linked nodes. The central node in
red color is in the marginal part, which is not reasonable according to the actual central node
pattern. Compare to these three competitive baselines, our proposed methods BPWR and
DVE in Figure 10 (d) and (f) are capable of learning the distributed and well clustered node
embeddings. The central node in red color are surrounded by the positively linked nodes in
blue color. The clear closeness pattern among different types of nodes as well matches the
fact that we have illustrated before. These advantages are benefited from modeling both the
first-order and high-order topology in signed directed networks.
• DVE models the distinctive influence of messaging propagation in signed directed networks,
and yields better topology preservation. Compared to DVE in Figure 10 (f), SLVE in Figure 10
(e) tends to mix positively linked nodes and non-linked nodes. Moreover, the central node
in red color is false positioned in the middle part of positively linked nodes and non-linked
nodes. This is because SLVE applies homophily effects with different signs, which cannot
model the distinctive influence of message propagation. In contrary, DVE with decoupled
variational encoder can learn distinctive effects for different signs and better preserve the
network topology.
5.4.2 Closeness Distribution. In signed directed networks, positive edges mean trust/friend
while negative edges represent distrust/enemy and the non-existent edges may both have the
probability to be positive ones or negative ones. According to Extended Structural Balance theory,
different types of node pairs pose different closeness distributions and we have the following rules:
• The similarity between positively linked node pairs is expected to be large because of the
semantics of positive edges;
• The similarity between negatively linked node pairs should be small due to the negative
meaning of negative edges;
• For the node pairs with non-existent edges, they have potential to be either positive or
negative relation, and should be in the middle position between positively linked node pairs
and negatively linked ones.
Thereby, we conduct an experiment to investigate whether DVE has better ability of preserving
the closeness distribution pattern. In particular, we visualize the estimated Probability Density
Function (PDF) of different node pairs on Slashdot for 6 methods. In particular, we calculate the
cosine similarity of all positively linked node pairs, negatively linked node pairs and randomly
sampled non-linked node pairs by leveraging the learned embeddings from 6methods. The estimated
PDF curves of cosine similarity are shown in Figure 11. The red curve, yellow curve and green
curve indicate the estimated PDF curve for positively linked node pairs, negatively linked node
pairs and non-linked node pairs, respectively. From this figure, we have the following observations:
• From Figure 11 (a)(b)(c), we can see that the baseline methods MF, SNE and SiNE all exhibit
high overlap of different curves, especially for SNE in Figure 11. This indicates these methods
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(a) MF (b) SNE (c) SiNE
(d) BPWR (e) SLVE (f) DVE
Fig. 11. Estimated probability density function of different types of node pairs on Slashdot for 6 methods.
The red curve means the estimated PDF (Probability Density Function) of cosine similarity among positively
linked node pairs. Similarly, the yellow curve and green curve denote the estimated PDF among the negatively
linked node pairs and non-linked node pairs, respectively.
are not capable of capturing the different closeness distribution patterns of different node
pairs. By contrast, considering the results of BPWR and DVE in Figure 11 (d)(e)(f), it is
obvious that the three curves show different distributions. Meanwhile, BPWR and DVE
follow the closeness rules in which positively linked node pairs have highest cosine similarity,
non-linked node pairs have the second and negatively linked ones have the last.
• In addition, in Figure 11 (d)(e) for BPWR and SLVE, the estimated PDF of non-linked node
pairs in green color tends to have more overlap with the other curves, which may lead to in-
distinguishable node embeddings. Instead, DVE in Figure 11 (f) presents both distinguishable
estimated PDF curves with smaller overlap and obvious cosine similarity gap among different
kinds of node pairs. This indicates DVE can better preserve the closeness distribution pattern
in signed directed networks.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we reformulate the representation learning problem on signed directed networks from
a variational auto-encoding perspective and further propose a decoupled variational embedding
(DVE) method to learn representative node embeddings. DVE is capable of preserving both the
first-order and high-order topology for signed directed networks. In particular, DVE consists of a
decoupled variational encoder and a structure decoder. The decoupled variational encoder captures
local structures and provides informative node embeddings for the structure decoder. Meanwhile,
the structure decoder mines the closeness relationships among positive, negative and non-existent
links in a pair-wise ranking manner, as well as supervises embedding learning in the encoder
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module. Performance on three real-world datasets of two tasks proves the superiority of DVE
compared to recent competitive baselines.
Remind that DVE constructs source node embeddings Zs just by the limited concatenation
operation of two latent embeddings Zps and Zns . Observing unbalance between positive links and
negative links from data, source node embeddings Zs may follow some distribution through Zps
and Zns . We will explore how to better model the interaction between Z
p
s and Zns , and construct
source node embeddings Zs more reasonably to pursue better performance.
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A DETAILED DERIVATION
The detailed derivation of the ELBO in Eq. 12 is shown as follows.
log P(E) =
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) logpθ (E)dZsdZt (24)
=
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) log pθ (E,Zs ,Zt )
pθ (Zs ,Zt |E)dZsdZt (25)
=
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) log pθ (E,Zs ,Zt )
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) ·
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
pθ (Zs ,Zt |E)dZsdZt (26)
=
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) log pθ (E,Zs ,Zt )
qϕ (Zs ,Zt )|E dZsdZt +
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt ) log
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
pθ (Zs ,Zt |E)dZsdZt (27)
=
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) log pθ (E,Zs ,Zt )
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)dZsdZt + DKL[qϕ (Zs ,Zt )|E | |pθ (Zs ,Zt |E)] (28)
We then have the formulation of the ELBO in Eq. 10 as:
L =
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) log pθ (E,Zs ,Zt )
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)dZsdZt (29)
=
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) log pθ (Zs ,Zt )
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)dZsdZt +
∫
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E) logpψ (E|Zs ,Zt )dZsdZt (30)
= − DKL[qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)|pθ (Zs ,Zt )] + E
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
[pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )] (31)
Following the proposition and prior assumption, we have the ELBO in Eq. 12 as follows:
L = − DKL[qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)|pθ (Zs ,Zt )] + E
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
[pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )] (32)
=
∫
qϕs (Zs |E)qϕt (Zs |E) log
pθ (Zs )pθ (Zt )
qϕs (Zs |E)qϕt (Zs |E)
dZsdZt + E
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
[pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )] (33)
= − DKL[qϕs (Zs |E)| |pθ (Zs )] − DKL[qϕt (Zt |E)| |pθ (Zt )] + E
qϕ (Zs ,Zt |E)
[pψ (E|Zs ,Zt )] (34)
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